Prediction of long-term neurodevelopmental outcome in preterm infants using trajectories of general movement assessments.
To assess the predictive value of trajectories and individual assessment of quality of general movements (AQGM) for identification of neurodevelopmental impairment (NDI) at 18-24 months corrected age (CA) in infants <30 weeks gestational age and/or birth weight <1500 g. In this retrospective cohort study, AQGM at 6 weeks and 3 months CA were scored and categorized as normal (N) or abnormal (A). AQGM measures were compared with degree of NDI and Bayley Scales of Infant Development, Third Edition (BSID-III) composite motor and cognitive scores. 'Persistently abnormal' AQGM included both mildly abnormal (MA) and definitely abnormal (DA) assessments. A "modified AQGM" where MA assessments were considered normal variant/transient injury was used to conduct post-hoc analysis. Across 244 cases, persistently abnormal AQGM trajectory predicted the level of NDI (OR 2.5, 95% CI 1.2, 5.1) compared to AQGM trajectory that normalized. However, using the "modified AQGM", persistently DA trajectories were associated with significantly lower BSID-III composite motor and cognitive scores (p < 0.001 and p = 0.039, respectively). Categorizing MA assessments as transient injury increased the predictive value of AQGM trajectories and significantly predicted lower cognitive and motor scores at 18-24 months CA.